
Leo’s debut, a polished middle-grade climate fiction adventure, introduces a group of tween-aged friends
tasked with saving humanity from itself. The quintet spends its summer break on a research trip in the
Yucatan, as their parents research Mayan history and astronomy. After an afternoon of swimming and fun
in the sun, they take the long way back through the forest, where, almost lost, they instead happen upon
the discovery of a lifetime: a secret boulder-like door in the forest. Behind it the adventure takes off, as the
kids explore a giant, futuristic place hidden underground whose design suggests a double helix, whose
walls are ornamented with feathered serpents, and whose secrets include ancient life in stasis–including
pterosaur eggs, ready to hatch.

Creating a storyline chock-full of science, adventure, and an intriguing look at history, Leo includes a
fascinating ancient, and highly advanced entity that has been slowly affecting helpful change since the
beginning of humanity. Impressive, immersive details of what the friends find inside the Ark take readers
through a well-detailed tour, though some of the scientific descriptions, along with calculations worked
through in character dialogue, at times get too heavy for some young readers, who may miss some
nuances of the story.

Once kids and adults together hatch the eggs, Leo takes readers on an urgent journey into the reality of
climate change as the kids fly on the backs of their new pterosaur friends and learn firsthand what
damage is being done to the planet and all creatures trying to live on it. The kids learn that it’s now their
destiny to make changes to save humanity, some doing so immediately, with the help of an ancient entity,
and others over the course of their lives, by making small changes through time. Although at times an
upsetting read, especially when the pterosaurs themselves are directly affected by humanity’s choices, an
important yet empowering lesson will resonate with readers of all ages.

Takeaway: This climate-fiction adventure with friends, dinosaurs, and ancient secrets will please young
readers who love science.

Great for fans of: Jess Redman’s The Adventure Is Now, Piers Torday’s The Last Wild.
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